Protein-protein interactions (PPI) can be conveniently represented as networks, allowing the 11 use of graph theory in their study. Network topology studies may reveal patterns associated to 12 specific organisms. Here we propose a new methodology to denoise PPI networks and predict 13 missing links solely based on the network topology, the Organization Measurement (OM) 14 method. The OM methodology was applied in the denoising of the PPI networks of two 15 Saccharomyces Cerevisiae datasets (Yeast and CS2007) and one Homo Sapiens dataset 16 (Human). To evaluate the denoising capabilities of OM methodology, two strategies were 17 applied. The first compared its application in random networks and in the reference set 18 networks, while the second perturbed the networks with the gradual random addition and 19 removal of edges. The application of OM methodology to the Yeast and Human reference sets 20 achieved an AUC of 0.95 and 0.87, in Yeast and Human networks, respectively. The random 21 removal of 80% of the Yeast and Human reference sets interactions resulted in an AUC of 0.71 22 and 0.62, whereas the random addition of 80% interactions resulted in an AUC of 0.75 and 23 0.72, respectively. Applying the OM methodology to the CS2007 dataset yields an AUC of 24 0.99. We also perturbed the network of the CS2007 dataset by randomly inserting and 25 removing edges in the same proportions previously described. The false positives identified 26 and removed from the network varied from 97%, when inserting 20% more edges, to 89% 27 when 80% more edges were inserted. The true positives identified and inserted in the network 28 varied from 95% when removing 20% of the edges, to 40% after the random deletion 80% 29 edges. The OM methodology is sensitive to the topological structure of the biological networks.
Introduction
Proteins are central players in every organism, as they are required for virtually every single 34 cellular function. However, proteins are required to interact with one another to fulfil their study. As such, different methods were developed to denoise biological networks [reviewed in In addition, the feature vector is used to calculate the corresponding similarity vector that 74 represents the interactions through the Functional Similarity weight, creating an Inter- 75 Neighbourhood Similarity (I-Sim) for modelling PPIs. Functional parameters for each protein 76 in the dataset are obtained from Gene Ontology (GO), allowing the use of functional similar ity 77 measures. Denoising of the input HTS-PPI data is performed via the integration of saturation-78 based strategies into the I-Sim, achieving a precise relationship model. Their method was 79 applied to three different datasets and compared with three other algorithms (Interactio n 80 Generality [14] , Czekanowski-Dice distance [15] , and Functional Similarity weight [16] ), 81 showing better performance on large, sparse HTS-PPI datasets. Since they use GO annotatio ns 82 to characterize their proteins, this approach is likely to underperform when considering less 83 studied organisms. 84 A different strategy termed Intrinsic Geometry Structure (IGS) was proposed by Yi Fang et al. 85 [23]. IGS is a geometry-based approach which uses heat diffusion in the PPI network to collect 86 structural information about all paths connecting two given nodes, thus defining intrins ic 87 relationships among them. They use a maximum likelihood-based algorithm to determine the 88 optimal dissipation time, predicting the global structure of the PPI network from the local 89 structure. After performing heat diffusion for the optimal dissipation time, the intrins ic 90 geometric structure of the PPI network is revealed. One of the main advantages of the IGS 91 method is its robustness against missing protein associations and sparse PPI data. Their method 92 was tested with the S. cerevisiae (CS2007) network [24] , a network of the bottlenose dolphin 93 community [25] , and a network of known terrorist cells [26] . In addition, they compared the 94 performance of IGS with two other methods, the Multi-Dimensional Scaling-based (MDS) 95 method [27] and the Hierarchical Random Graph (HRG) method [28] , showing that IGS
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This section will describe how we obtained the datasets used in the experiments and the 119 topological measures used with the Organization Measurement (OM) methodology, includ ing 120 the new Neighbourhood Clustering (NC) proposed measure. It will also describe the OM 121 methodology, how to obtain the OM matrix of weights and how to determine the threshold 122 value, giving a description of the OM methodology pipeline (Fig 1) to denoise networks. 123 For each organism, we collected a set of high-confidence PPI interactions. Although these PPI 124 do not reflect the entirety of the protein interaction networks of the selected organisms, they 125 were used to construct the known PPI network of each organism, i.e., their reference sets. Next sections will describe in a detailed way the OM methodology pipeline, after the 142 description of the datasets chosen to illustrate and validate the proposed methodology and the 143 description of the topological measures used to test OM methodology, including the new one -6 -topological measure proposed. A section will explain the process to obtain the weighted OM 145 matrix from the adjacency matrix, another section will describe how to determine the OM THR 146 value using the ROC curve and a last section will describe how to use the threshold in the 147 denoising of PPI networks. previous knowledge from third-party databases. Each interaction in STRING has an associated 154 score for each prediction method and has a Combined Score (CS) that range from 0 to 1000, 155 indicating the degree of confidence of each interaction. Calculation of the CS considers several 156 parameters, such as the number and the quality of different sources indicating that a PPI occurs. 157 The interactions derived by experimental methods with a score greater than 900 have been 158 considered of high-confidence in multiple works [30, 31] . Therefore, the reference sets used in 159 this work comprise experimentally determined PPI data obtained from STRING with a score 160 greater than or equal to 900. 161 These data were collected from two different organisms, namely the Yeast Saccharomyces 162 Cerevisiae (Yeast) and Homo Sapiens (Human) [29] . Using these data, an undirected network 163 is constructed for each organism and the main component is extracted. 164 Daminelli et al. test the application of different association indexes to bipartite networks [35] . 192 A more recent study reports that the JC measure performs better than three other measures in 193 a specific model [36] . 194 The JC measure is defined as the ratio of the intersection of the number of neighbours of nodes 195 and divided by their union (i.e., the ratio of nodes shared between and divided by the 196 total number of nodes connected to both):
where Γ( ) is the set of neighbours of i. We also explored and tested additional measures and 198 two of them that gave good results were Betweenness (BETW), and Katz indexes.
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The implementation of Betweeness (BETW) used was:
where is the set of nodes, ( , ) is the number of ( , ) shortest paths and ( , | ) 203 is the number of those paths passing through the node . 204 The implementation of Katz used was:
with the adjacency matrix of the network with eigenvalues . It was used = 1  ⁄ 206 and = 0, when Katz centrality is the same as the eigenvector centrality. 207 Based on the idea that closely associated proteins are more likely to interact, that the network 208 modularity is associated with the Clustering Coefficient (CC) [37] and a high mean CC of a 209 community can be used to identify those that are functionally homogeneous [38], we 210 implemented a novel measure to emphasize the relevance of the CC concept associated to the 211 neighbourhood concept in a network. This measure was called Neighbourhood Clustering (NC) 212 measure and is defined as the ratio of the sum of the CC of the nodes shared between i and j 213 divided by the sum of the CC of the total number of nodes connected to both i and j:
where Γ( ) is the set of neighbours of i.
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Organization measurement matrix 216 In Fig 1 we summarize the pipeline of the proposed OM methodology. Once the PPI network 217 (Reference Set) for the or'ganism is constructed, its respective adjacency matrix is built, followed by its transformation into a weighed matrix, the OM matrix. The OM matrix is used 219 to find distribution trends that allow to distinguish interactions and non-interactions. The 220 weights for interactions and non-interactions are calculated using topological measures and 221 using the information about the interactions of the network. 222 The adjacency matrix of the PPI network A, with proteins and interactions is defined
if there is an interaction in A between nodes and . 224 Otherwise, ( , ) = 0. A topological measure is applied to A to determine a weight for each 225 ( , ) to transform the adjacency matrix into a transformed matrix = [ ( , )], where 226 ( , ) is the weight of ( , ) in , calculated using the topological properties of the network. 227 The weight ( , ) represents the strength value of the edge ( , ) per the topological measure 228 used and aims to capture patterns associated to the network that can originate signatures that 229 identify the PPI network of each organism. This weight was used to characterize interactio n 230 and non-interaction distributions of the PPI network to determine the separation border 231 between them.
232
Organization measurement threshold value determination 233 One of the assumptions made in this work is that the PPIs in the reference datasets are true. 234 This assumption can be made due to the sparsity of protein interaction networks and the 235 rigorous criteria chosen to filter TP interactions. However, the same cannot be said for the non- 236 interactions, as the presence of FN PPI is highly likely. 237 The value that best distinguishes both interactions and non-interactions distributions was called 238 the OM threshold value. First, we collect protein interactions data of a specific organism and 239 then a network is built (Fig 1) . Then, the respective adjacency matrix is constructed, followed 240 by its transformation into a weighted matrix, the OM matrix, using the topological measures 241 of interest. Finally, the ROC curve is calculated and used to determine the optimal cut-off, 242 corresponding to the threshold value that separates the interaction distributions from non-243 interaction distributions. We considered as the optimal cut, the point closest to (0,1) in the ROC From each reference set (Reference Set) PPI network we calculated its adjacency matrix. Then, 255 after calculating the respective weights, the adjacency matrix is transformed into a weight 256 matrix. Finally, the threshold that best separates PPI and non-PPIs was determined through the 257 finding of the optimal cut-off of the ROC curve. This threshold was applied to detect spurious 258 and missing PPI in the network (Data Set), to obtain a better approximation of the true network. 259 In the example network shown in Fig 1, there are five nodes representing five different proteins, 260 in addition to six edges that could represent the interactions between them (Data Set). 261 Assuming the example network approximates the current knowledge of a given biologic a l The only criteria selected to generate the random networks was that the resulting randomize 328 networks were required to comprise the same number of nodes and edges. Thus, we generated 329 10 networks for each organism to be tested using the NC measure. 346 To evaluate the performance of the OM methodology for denoising PPI networks, we perturbed 347 the networks of the reference sets by randomly adding incrementing percentages of edges to 348 the networks of the Yeast and Human reference sets and the CS2007 reference set. 349 We created four noisy networks for each data set, adding 20% more edges to the origina l After denoising the networks with the OM methodology, we also calculated the percentage of 377 FP interactions that were removed ( Table 5 ). We observe that the OM methodology could 378 remove 97% of the FP of the 20% added and 89% of the 80% added. 379 380 Table 6 , where we can observe that 95% of the TP removed could be detected when the OM 408 methodology is applied to the perturbed network, when 20% of the interactions of the reference 409 set were removed and 40% could be detected when 80% were removed. Human reference sets and comparative testing showed (Figs 2 and 3 and Table 2 ) that the best 423 results were obtained using the JC and the NC measures, and thus we decided to use both in 424 some experiments of this work. JC is a widely known measure frequently used in network denoising and missing link prediction. It also considers the neighbourhood information, which 426 is aligned with the "guilt-by-association" principle. The same applies to the NC index, 427 proposed herein, where the concept of CC is also taken into account. 428 The OM methodology was then applied to the Yeast and Human datasets, using the JC and the 429 NC measures and after analysing Tables 3 and 4 , where the AUC values and the cut-off values 430 for both the optimal cut and the accuracy cut for the Yeast and Human reference sets obtained 431 are shown, it can be seen that the NC measure performed better than the JC measure at 432 discriminating between protein interactions and non-interactions and for this reason the NC 433 measure was used in the evaluation of the OM methodology. 434 Three different scenarios were considered to evaluate the OM methodology. The first one uses 435 randomly generated protein networks, with the same number of nodes and edges as their 436 respective reference sets (Yeast and Human). Observing the Fig 4 we can see that the AUC, 437 obtained when applying the OM methodology to one of the random networks, was close to 0.5 438 for both organisms (Yeast and Human), while for the Yeast and Human reference sets, the 439 AUC was 0.9534 and 0.8708, respectively (Fig 2) , which shows that OM is sensitive to the 440 inherent topological structure of a real network. These results show that the OM methodology 441 cannot distinguish between interactions and non-interactions in random networks, but can 442 capture the inherent rules of biological networks, not present in random networks. 443 The second scenario used to evaluate the performance of OM methodology, consisted in 444 applying OM to networks obtained from the two Yeast and Human reference sets, where the 445 number of nodes (proteins) was maintained, but where a random percentage of edges (proteins 446 interactions), 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%, not belonging to the reference set network, were 447 added, and the third scenario is similar to the second but instead of adding, the same random 448 percentages of edges were removed from the reference set network. 449 In the second scenario (random insertion of edges), as expected, greater increments of random 450 edges resulted in greater performance reductions ( Fig 5) . The performance reductions were 451 steeper in Human, which could be attributed to one major reason: the percentage of FN is most 452 likely greater in the Human interactome than in the Yeast interactome. Thus, it could be argued 453 that the Yeast reference set is a more reliable, better representation of the actual Yeast 454 interactome, than the Human reference set is of the real Human interactome. When we add 455 these percentages of random edges, the inherent structure of these biological networks becomes 456 deteriorated, because we are probably adding TN.
Random insertion of edges
In the third scenario (random deletion of edges), greater reductions in the number of edges 458 result in greater performance drops compared to the second scenario, but the performance drops 459 are steeper in the Human organism (Fig 7) . This could be explained by the fact that we are 460 removing TP from both networks. However, since the Yeast network seems to be a closer 461 representation of its true network than the Human network, the accentuated deterioration in the 462 structure of the Human network could explain this behaviour. 463 So, when comparing the results between edge addition and edge removal in Yeast and Human 464 reference sets ( Figs 5 and 7 (Table 5 ). Interestingly, most of the randomly inserted FP interactions were promptly identified, even when the network was heavily perturbed, with 89% of the FP 491 removed after contaminating the network with 6,658 random interactions. These results suggest 492 that the OM methodology can indeed capture the inherent topology of biological networks. 493 Interestingly, we observed that the number of TP identified after randomly removing edges 494 from the CS2007 dataset plummets after removing 60% of TP (Table 6) . Still, the OM 495 methodology seems to identify most missing links up to that point. These findings suggest that 496 the OM methodology can assess whether the topological structure of a network is according to 497 the characteristic topology of biological networks. 498 OM methodology could still work well in less-studied interactomes, when the subset of the 499 interactome of interest is a representative sample of the structure of the entire interacto me, 500 meaning that the percentage of FP and FN cannot hide the inherent structure behind the 501 biological networks of the organisms. 
